MAIers‘ STAble, STAckable PACKaging

Suitable for mechanical setting up, or manual solution 
For premium product presentation 
Compatible with other packaging 
Suitable for automatic palletising 
No stacking lugs required 
Single-part packaging 
Easy product removal 
Excellent stability 
Best stackability 

No cover needed

 Single-part packaging
MAISTAPACK® cartons are distinguished by
their stackable, sturdy construction, which
is patented due to its special features. No
need for transport covers on the crates. They
can be stacked really well and stably without
wrappers. The products in the cartons remain
undamaged.

As a box for automation or
manual setting up

Patented triangular edges

 Manual or mechanical setting up
MAISTAPACK® cartons are available for automated or manual setting up. Large batches
can be set up mechanically, smaller ones by
hand. Customised to suit your requirements.

Patented
stability
lugs

A perfect fit, reliable locking prevents
slipping during transport

 Support sturdy and stable stacking
The MAISTAPACK® triangular locking edges
system enables unusually sturdy stability and
stackability. The patented top stacking corners and the matching recesses at the bottom
enable crates to be composed for a perfect
fit. Slipping during transport thus becomes
impossible.

 Suitable for automatic palletising
MAISTAPACK® cartons are perfectly suited for
uncomplicated, automated palletising; they
are stable, sturdy and safe during transport.

Helping to protect nature against
tons of plastic film!

 Environmental benefits: CO2 benefits of
up to 30%
The ecological footprint of MAISTAPACK®
cartons is up to 30% smaller compared with
multiple-part packaging. Due to the stable
locking system, the winding process is also
substantially reduced. You save valuable
working hours and up to 50% winding film.
MAISTAPACK® solutions are efficient and take
the ecosystem into consideration.

Clear-cut presentation at the POS

Products
are easily
removable

Image benefits/cost savings/
environmental +

 Easy product removal at the POS
MAISTAPACK® cartons offer excellent product
presentation and removal at the POS. The stable construction of the packaging means that
removal windows can be made larger. The displayed goods are presented in a clear-cut and
appealing way, and are also easy to remove.

 Your cost and image benefits
- No transport cover needed
- Saves up to 50% winding film
- Time savings in the winding process
- Less transport damage
- Premium product presentation at the POS
- Environmental benefits (tons of plastic film
can be saved)

Quality mark with
license number printed
on the bottom



 Patented innovation
The triangular locking edges system and
the stability lugs are patent protected by
MAISTAPACK®. These elements give the
stackable cartons unique stability and allow
for a perfectly designed product presentation.
As a licensee, you enjoy the benefits of this
innovation.
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